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KSI Cash is a comprehensive infrastructure for digital
money, payments, compliance monitoring and real-time
reporting fit-for-purpose for a digital economy.
KSI Cash has been built from the ground up as a purposebuilt digital currency system. The platform is based on
proven technology that has been in operation for the past
decade and new fundamental research into money and
payments systems. The result is an approach to digital
money that outperforms all existing approaches in terms
of speed, scalability, security, privacy and efficiency.
KSI Cash represents money as digital bills, banknotelike instruments that closely match the issuance and
governance process for physical cash.
Guardtime’s solution promises to make CBDC issuance a
success, reducing technical, operational and performance
risks for Central Banks and the existing monetary system
through an evolutionary, non-disruptive approach to
digitising the money supply.

KSI Cash has the following characteristics:
/ SCALABILITY
The KSI Cash CBDC system is linearly scalable both
functionally for the number of tokens (“denominations”),
users, wallets, transactions and from an engineering point
of view (parallel computations, resilience, fault-tolerance,
cyber-attack resistance, etc.). The system has been
tested to millions of transactions per second.
Transaction settlement time remains constant,
independently of volumes of tokens, users, transactions
(<1s settlement time). KSI Cash scales to cover all existing
payments in a large economy and future scenarios for
micropayments, IoT and programmable money.
/ DIGITAL BILLS
KSI Cash CBDC is based on invariant atomic tokens, akin
to cash banknotes, called “bills”. Bills have a fixed value
(e.g. $1, €20, ¥1000) and bear a denomination, serial
number, currency identification, and proof of emission.
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During a payment transaction only the ownership of the
bill changes – exactly as for a banknote. This architecture
means KSI Cash can fit into the today’s governance
processes for the cash cycle and avoid the need for
significant new legal frameworks to deploy CBDC.
/ PRIVACY-PRESERVING AND COMPLIANT
The set of ledgers operated by the KSI Cash service is not
public by design. Only relevant proofs are presented to
counterparties. The system can be configured with any
level of privacy required, from completely anonymous to
fully authenticated payments, using government issued
identity services.
A variety of Privacy Enhancing Techniques can be
deployed to protect end-users’ identities while still
performing AML checks and generating generalized data
about money flow and trends in the real economy for use
in Central Bank forecasting.

/ SECURE AND CRYPTOGRAPHICALLY VERIFIABLE

/ CUSTOMIZABLE AND FLEXIBLE

KSI Cash is underpinned by verifiable data structures,
which guarantees auditable integrity of the money ledger
– independently, via mathematical proofs – through a realtime publication mechanism that anyone can use to verify
proof of ownership and audit the system.

KSI Cash is highly configurable and can be adapted
over time and for various implementation models. All
parameters pertaining to the money framework (economic
and monetary policy, privacy, compliance, issuance,
governance) are configurations, not hard-coded into the
technology.

The system is designed to be highly attack and fault
tolerant. There are no single points of failure anywhere
in the system and components of the systems can be
replaced on the fly without any disruption in service
availability.
The underlying cryptography used in KSI Cash is resistant
to all foreseeable attacks by quantum computers.
/ SUSTAINABLE AND EFFICIENT
KSI Cash has an ultra-low energy consumption/CO2
footprint and is cost-effective to operate. The system has
only limited storage capacity requirements.
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/ RESILIENT AND PROVEN
KSI Cash CBDC is based on existing mainstream
technologies (servers HW, HSM, networks, wallets) and
infrastructure (smart phones, internet, etc.). The KSI
Blockchain has been in operation for more than a decade
with greater than 99,999% uptime and has passed
rigorous government certification processes.

About Guardtime
-

Guardtime is a systems engineering and cryptography
company founded with the mission of making the
world’s information universally reliable. The company’s
products and services are in use by governments
across the world and in the health, aerospace, banking,
telecommunications, energy, insurance and compliance
sectors.
Guardtime was originally founded to support Estonia
in its quest for zero-trust systems and has a long-term
collaboration with the Government of Estonia.
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